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[image: Three people in voting booths.]Making the promise of democracy real for all.


Ahead of one of the most consequential elections in our country’s history, Spitfire is partnering with pro-democracy organizations like Charles F. Kettering Foundation, Leaders Igniting Transformation and The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights to protect the right to vote, educate voters and combat the spread of mis- and disinformation. 


Read more





  
        
  
  

      Our expertise
Spitfire turns your mission into a motivating force for good. We create narratives, messages, stories and activities that engage audiences and motivate them to take action. We develop campaigns that win. We design gatherings that deepen connections, enhance skills and build confidence to think bigger.




                    Learn more
                  



[image: Communication]
Communication
Clear objectives and smart strategies engage audiences in your work and get results.

          Learn more 


[image: Campaigns]
Campaigns
Winning campaigns and effective coalitions make policy, behavior and other change possible.

          Learn more 


[image: Learning]
Learning
We create and share learning tools and experiences that result in more prepared, positive social changemakers.

          Learn more 
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Creating
We devise creative and cultural strategies that start where your audiences are at and engage them.

          Learn more 






Spitfire standing by your side
Together, we’ll outsmart your toughest challenges and expand opportunities for you to create positive change. 


Meet our team
[image: Spitfire retreat]
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Work we love
We've created strategies that improve access to education, protect democracy, make birth control more accessible and heal regions after environmental disasters. Learn more about our work to advance racial, social, gender and economic justice, protect the environment and advance opportunity – especially where it's never existed before.




                    More work
                  



[image: WEC]Defending abortion
Women’s Equality Center

[image: disability]Disability x Tech Fund launch
Ford Foundation and Borealis Philanthropy

[image: Dove]Advocacy to end body size discrimin...
Dove




Partners sparking change
We join forces with organizations that share our values and dedication to take every opportunity to make the world better. We appreciate our partners, and they inspire us every day. 
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                    Revolutionary resources & tools
                  
	Replenishing trust
	Smart Chart planning
	Entertainment for good
	Campaign planning
	Messages that stick
	Communication audit
	Digital expertise
	Crisis communication
	Foundation communication



Explore resources
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